What

are

Virtues

Virtues radiate from the Chalice as rays of energy and
control our thoughts, feelings, and actions. But some virtues
still exist in the Chalice that are not active. To bring them into
activity one must
a. See virtues in people, hear about virtues, talk about
virtues
b. Meditate about the virtues until they are evoked
from the depth of the Chalice
People think that the virtues exist somewhere in the air,
that they can draw them into their subconscious and be controlled by them, whereas virtues are the radiation of our human
spirit living in the Chalice.
Of course virtues as energy waves exist in humans and
also in space. They act as invoking agents for us if we recognize them and value their effect for the Common Good. But
one must firmly recognize that they are radiations of our spirit,
which is part of the One Self.
Living with virtuous people helps us to awaken similar
virtues within our Chalice.
Meditation is a powerful means to give sunshine to the
seeds of virtues in the Chalice and bring them into expression
in the three bodies of our personality.
The personality takes time to digest virtues because virtues of high frequency belong to the realms of solar fire and
electric fire. These fires need time and crises to be assimilated
by the bodies, which function by the fire of friction.
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Virtues, being by nature higher fires, have healing, expanding, illuminating, and strengthening effects on our three
lower bodies.
Sometimes an illness disappears when a virtue manifests
in our life. Sometimes our consciousness and heart expand if
a virtue begins to express itself.
Sometimes our mind is illuminated by the light of a virtue,
and we see life unobscured by the fog of worldly complications. Sometimes our weakness disappears when the virtue
energizes our vehicles or system.
After aligning with a virtue we feel charged with willpower. All virtues are charged by this higher energy, which
expresses itself as psychic energy in our aura and in our
thoughts, feelings, and actions. Dynamism is the presence of
a virtue in us that is in expression.
Virtues bring the charge of the petals of the Chalice. If
the petals of knowledge are unfolded, the virtue brings the
charge of light, knowledge, reason, and logic.
If the petals of love-wisdom are unfolded, the virtue
brings the charge of compassion and expresses it in all our
activities.
If the sacrifice petals are open, the virtue carries sacrificial
energy and purifying, organizing energies.
If the core petals are unfolded, the virtue manifests as
leadership, heroism, as miracles, and as genius.
Virtues are rivers of life that carry the elements of the
rich mines existing on their path.
Every act against Beauty, Goodness, and Righteousness forms barriers against the manifestation of the virtues.
Ugly acts block the virtues. Acts of compassion and beauty
strengthen their flow into our system and environment.
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